Objective: The objective of this study was to validate an assessment instrument for MEDLINE search strategies at an academic medical center.

Method: Two approaches were used to investigate if the search assessment tool could capture performance differences in search strategy construction. First, data from an evaluation of MEDLINE searches from a pediatric resident’s longitudinal assessment were investigated. Second, a cross-section of search strategies from residents in one incoming class was compared with strategies of residents graduating a year later. MEDLINE search strategies formulated by faculty who had been identified as having search expertise were used as a gold standard comparison. Participants were presented with a clinical scenario and asked to identify the search question and conduct a MEDLINE search. Two librarians rated the blinded search strategies.

Results: Search strategy scores were significantly higher for residents who received training than the comparison group with no training. There was no significant difference in search strategy scores between senior residents who received training and faculty experts.

Conclusion: The results provide evidence for the validity of the instrument to evaluate MEDLINE search strategies. This assessment tool can measure improvements in information-seeking skills and provide data to fulfill Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education competencies.

INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of strong information-searching skills is one of the many building blocks upon which medical knowledge and clinical skills are built. The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) has listed practice-based learning and improvement (PBLI) as a core competency, defining PBLI as the ability to (1) investigate and evaluate the care of patients, (2) appraise and assimilate scientific evidence, and (3) continuously improve patient care based on constant self-evaluation and lifelong learning [1]. Of these, the ability to appraise and assimilate scientific evidence is infrequently taught in many postgraduate medical education programs, and currently no one standardized method is used to assess this competency [2].

Being able to search the medical literature effectively is an essential skill in the practice of evidence-based medicine (EBM). Moreover, developing and maintaining strong literature searching skills (use of appropriate search keywords, use of appropriate limits, development of evidence-based search strategies, and use of correct search syntax) help physicians identify appropriate literature that affects medical decision making [3]. Due to their training in the areas of MEDLINE search strategies and search retrieval, medical librarians are recognized as specialists in biomedical literature searching and search assessment [4].

Historically, a variety of methods and tools have been used to assess residents’ search skills [5]. Instruments have typically been based on the development of a gold standard search strategy, as determined by an expert searcher, against which all residents’ searches for a specific clinical question are compared. The comparison includes identified ele-
mements determined by the expert searchers and agreed upon search criteria that would be included in an effective and efficient search. Although the ACGME mandates outcome assessment in residency programs, the authors do not currently know of any validated instruments that specifically measure residents’ MEDLINE searching performance [6, 7]. The goal of this study was to validate an assessment instrument for MEDLINE search strategies.

**METHODS**

**Tool development**

Interest at the University of Michigan in developing a validated tool dates back to 2001, when a residency program director and two librarians developed a blinded randomized controlled trial to measure librarians’ impact on residents’ searching and retention of skills while on rotation in the neonatal intensive care unit [6]. Upon determining that a viable MEDLINE search assessment tool was not available, the team began developing a new assessment tool. In evaluating the resident searches, a gold standard search on a relevant topic was established by using all identified search criteria and searching elements. Search scores were determined by the librarians, and points were deducted for common search errors identified in the literature [6]. This method of search strategy assessment was found to have limitations. It was too subjective and lacked the flexibility needed to measure the variety of search skills among searchers.

Subsequently, in 2002, Nesbit and Glover developed a search assessment instrument based on feedback gathered in a national survey of medical librarians, in which the librarians were asked to weight the importance of a series of search elements for a successful search [8]. This instrument was an improvement over the ‘gold standard’ assessment technique, because it allowed greater objectivity and provided a more efficient means to measure search skills. The structure of the instrument allowed assessment with greater flexibility. With permission from the authors, the instrument template was adapted by adding additional search elements and a section to allow subtraction of points for search errors. The new instrument is called the University of Michigan MEDLINE Search Assessment (UMMSA). UMMSA maintains flexibility and can be used in various biomedical and health sciences curricula. It is not necessarily limited to assessing search skills in clinical medicine.

The UMMSA tool is a matrix that measures the use of identified search elements and other important criteria. UMMSA is customized to apply to a specific question. Because the first step in effectively searching the medical literature is to identify a “searchable question,” the searcher is expected to identify an appropriate search question, based on an introduced clinical scenario, as well as an appropriate search strategy. There are eleven search criteria for which points are awarded and two search elements for which points are deducted (Table 1).

**Data collection**

Data were collected from residents in the department of pediatrics using the UMMSA. Because the ACGME competencies had been recently introduced and required supporting documentation of competency achievement, the department of pediatrics had a specific interest in finding a meaningful method to assess information retrieval skills as a part of the PBLI competency. The pediatrics liaison librarian in collaboration with department of pediatrics designed the assessments.

**Participants**

Participants in this study included all 22 incoming pediatric and medicine-pediatric first-year residents in 2004 (cohort 1); 10 self-selected pediatric residents who graduated the year later, in 2005 (cohort 2); and 9 faculty volunteers who had been identified by their expertise in EBM concepts and principles. These faculty members had EBM teaching responsibilities, demonstrated professional knowledge, and published on the topic of EBM. The 10 self-selected residents in cohort 2 were recruited through an email message sent out to all third-year residents by the department of pediatrics. These 10 residents represented a 50% participation rate, out of a total 20 third-year residents. No incentives were offered for their participation. The incoming residents (cohort 1) were tested twice, once in 2004, just after receiving training in MEDLINE searching and once just before graduation. The 9 faculty volunteers and the self-selected pediatric residents were tested in July 2008. Searchers were provided with directions to email the searches directly from the Ovid MEDLINE interface to the librarians conducting the assessment.

In 2004, incoming pediatric residents received basic MEDLINE training from librarians during their residency orientation, after which their skills were assessed using the UMMSA. Prior to that, pediatric residents had not received formal MEDLINE training. Opportunities for additional MEDLINE training varied depending on emphasis placed on MEDLINE search skills in the different clinical rotations and the significance placed on EBM skills, including searching of the medical literature, by various attending physicians.

**Search scoring procedure**

Two librarians from the University of Michigan’s Health Sciences Libraries (authors Rana and Bradley) rated each search strategy performance in a blinded fashion, using the new instrument. Study participants were presented with a case of a pediatric patient with bronchiolitis, asked to identify an appropriate search question, and conduct a MEDLINE search (Appendix, online only). After reading the clinical scenario,
searchers were expected to identify the clinical question: “Are bronchodilators effective in treating bronchiolitis in infants?”

Based on the clinical question derived from the prepared scenario, the two librarians derived a gold standard search strategy in Ovid MEDLINE. The identified gold standard search strategy included the elements that both librarians agreed were required in an effective MEDLINE search to address this specific clinical question. The raters used UMMSA to independently assess the search strategy effectiveness for each of the study participant’s searches.

The Ovid MEDLINE search interface was used because, at the time of this study, the process of search strategy development was distinguishable and search strategies were easily captured using the Ovid interface, as opposed to the PubMed interface. The searcher’s thought process was more apparent when viewing a submitted Ovid MEDLINE strategy. The searcher’s choice of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) based on the natural language term entered could be assessed. Thus, an aspect of the searcher’s information-seeking behavior would be revealed by their selection of appropriate MeSH terms. In the basic PubMed search, terms are mapped to MeSH automatically without the searcher needing to select appropriate headings, so the searcher’s judgment could not be assessed in this same fashion.

**Study design**

Two approaches were used to validate the instrument’s ability to measure improvements in search strategy that would be expected from training and experience.

1. Twenty-two incoming residents in pediatrics received training in MEDLINE searching as part of their residency orientation. Their search skills were tested following instruction in 2004 and again, upon graduation, in 2007. To assess improvement in scores, fifteen of the incoming residents of cohort 1 were assessed on the same case prior to graduation (of the original twenty-two residents, seven either dropped out of the program or moved on quickly near graduation time).

2. The scores of these same twenty-two incoming residents were compared with the scores of the ten volunteer senior residents, who had not received any training, and the nine faculty volunteers.

An apparent and noted trend during the grading of searches was that some searchers ran “test searches” to measure retrieval using various strategies or tried different combinations of searchable concepts and limits (Table 2). These “test searches” were easily distinguished when the librarians viewed the submitted search strategies. Due to such experimentation with, testing of, and repetition of terms or search features (i.e., limiting every term separately), it might appear as if a searcher conducted a very lengthy search strategy. For instance, it might seem as if a very in-depth and lengthy search strategy was created when, in truth, the searcher only used two search terms in the final search strategy. The librarians only graded the final identified search strategy. In many cases, finding the search elements interwoven through “test searches” and recognizing how they were combined in the very final search strategy was a complicated process.

A level of “test searching” is acceptable, as it can be considered a natural part of generating a search strategy. However, if a searcher conducts a great deal
of “test search” strategizing, creating very long search strings, it is no longer considered a strategy that is both efficient and effective. Points were deducted for lack of search efficiency in such searches.

RESULTS

Reliability

To establish inter-rater reliability, both raters rated each of the 9 faculty search results. Inter-rater reliability was very high (Pearson’s correlation coefficient=0.962, P<0.0001).

Construct validity

Significant improvements were found when comparing the 2004 and 2007 scores for pediatric and medicine-pediatric first-year residents (cohort 1) (mean improvement: 51.7 to 78.7; t(14)=5.43, P<0.0001). Search strategy scores were significantly higher for 2004 residents (who received training) upon graduation than for the 9 senior residents who had received no training (cohort 2) (median 85.0 vs. 65.0; Wilcoxon chi-square(1)=4.09, P=0.043). There was no significant difference in search strategy scores between the graduating residents who received training (cohort 1) and the 9 faculty experts (Wilcoxon chi-square(1)=3.82, P=0.050).

Item analysis

Using the average ratings of both raters, item statistics were evaluated to determine whether any of the items could be consolidated with other items. Item-total score correlations ranged from −0.46 to 0.91, with the internal consistency for the overall scale of 0.63 (Cronbach’s alpha). After removing the items with the lowest item-total correlations, the range of item-total score correlations improved to 0.67 to 0.84, with a corresponding increase in internal consistency to 0.84 (Cronbach’s alpha). The items removed were “exploded MeSH concepts,” “used proper subheadings,” “used limits: human & English,” “focused on one or more concepts,” “inappropriate limits,” and “incorrect terms.” In addition to statistics identifying these items as yielding the lowest item-total scores, librarians, in their judgment as expert searchers, concurred that these would be low predictors of quality searches.

This process resulted in five specific search elements being identified as critical in the development of an effective MEDLINE search strategy:

1. included all search concepts
2. used MeSH
3. used appropriate search limits
4. combined all concepts
5. had an efficient search

A sixth item, “looked for evidence,” had a moderate correlation, so, while not as critical, it was retained in the final assessment form.

DISCUSSION

Residency programs have identified information competencies in their programs, including the skill to conduct an effective search of the medical literature search as one of several information competencies [1]. Historically, such skills have not been assessed rigorously in a standardized manner or considered to be a foundation stone on which medical knowledge and clinical skills are built. This is despite the need to develop competency-based outcomes for PBLI as put forth by the ACGME [1]. Some might consider literature searching skills to be intangible and somewhat subjective. Successful searching of the medical literature is often described as a combination of art and science, and there is more than one way that an effective and efficient search can be conducted. Thus, development of a rubric for effective search strategies (that garner germane articles in search results and that are recognized as having identifiable characteristics and elements) is all the more important for clinical learning. This study demonstrates that it is possible to create a search assessment tool.

In this study, a formal assessment was conducted of the construct validity of the UMMSA to further develop and refine the instrument according to accepted psychometric standards. The main criterion for this analysis was determining the sensitivity of the instrument in detecting expected differences in performance. To investigate the reliability and construct validity of this assessment instrument, two groups were used that could be expected to differ in performance, interns and resident. This study also sought to determine the performance of faculty on such a tool. The rationale was that if a difference could be measured between the two groups of interns and residents, it would provide promise for further refinement of the assessment. This study has shown
that the tool can measure the difference in quality of search strategies between internship and residency. In addition, it showed no difference in skill level between faculty and senior residents. These findings demonstrated construct validity for the tool itself as a useful means to measure search strategy.

Evidence for validity included: (1) The tool was developed by expert librarians, and when used, it assessed search strategies that led to useful clinical information; (2) the structure of the tool had been piloted in other settings; and (3) there was a difference in performance expected for the level of expertise of the learner [9].

CONCLUSION

The results of this study provide evidence of the validity of an instrument to evaluate MEDLINE search strategies. This assessment tool can serve as an effective means to measure improvements in residents’ information-seeking skills and provide data to fulfill ACGME competencies. Steps to further the utility of the search strategy assessment tool will include revision of the search instrument to focus on the identified critical search elements and use of the data collected from the UMMSA instrument to consider its utility in measuring the search elements that are vital to measuring success in information seeking.
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